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Activu Software

- Activu creates a visual layer within a network
- Establishes a highly dynamic visual environment allowing users to:
  - Dynamically aggregate **information from anywhere** in the network
  - Visually integrate this **on any display**
  - Dynamically share & collaborate **with anyone, anywhere**
  - Create a common operating picture (COP)
  - Build on a .NET based platform
Activu Hardware Model

Deployed on “best of breed” commercial brands of servers, display technology and graphic cards

- Freedom of choice
- Leverages engineering expertise and R&D of market leaders
- Integrates easily and cost effectively into existing network infrastructure
- Greater flexibility to accommodate evolving requirements
- Low-cost upgrade path
Sample of ITS Experience

- Alabama DOT
- Baltimore TMC
- City of Toronto TMC
- Florida DOT
- Georgia DOT
- NJ Statewide TMC
- New York DOT
- Delaware DOT
- North Carolina DOT
Why Activu?

- Superior Technology
- Open Systems
- Experience

Enterprise Collaboration & Mobility
Proven Platform
High Level Encryption

Satisfied clients
Proven methodology

Microsoft .NET
COTS equipment
Common scripting tools